The success of sparse representation based classification (SRC) 
Introduction
The sparse representation-based classification (SRC) algorithm for face recognition was introduced by Wright et al. in a highly-cited papers [15] . The key idea of that paper is a judicious choice of dictionary: representing the test image as a sparse linear combination of the the training images themselves. Motivated by the conditional equivalence of the sparsity measured by 0 norm and 1 norm [4] , the efficient 1 -minimization technique was applied to find the sparsest coding vector. Finally, the test sample is classified by checking which class yields minimum representation error.
The success of SRC has largely boosted the research of sparsity based face recognition. Huang et al. introduced a transformation-invariant SRC for face recognition [5] . Zhou et al. combined SRC with markov random fields to recognize the disguise face with large contiguous occlusion [20] . Wagner et al. extended the SRC framework to simultaneously handle the mis-alignement, pose and illumination invariant recognition problem [12] . Based on the sparsity assumption, Zhang et al. applied the sparse coding to jointly address blind image restoration and blurred face recognition [18] . Yang et al. introduced a discriminative dictionary learning method to improve the accuracy and efficiency of face recognition [17] .
Despite its simplicity and effectiveness, SRC has often been criticized for being excessively sensitivity on the quality and quantity of training samples, as stated in the review paper [14] by Wright et al.
The sparse representation based face recognition assumes that the training images have been carefully controlled and that the number of samples per class is sufficiently large. Outside these operating conditions, it should not be expected to perform well. [14] It is the purpose of this paper to challenge the common view that the sparsity based face recognition is inadequate with the uncontrolled training samples. The inferior performance of SRC can properly be traced to the training samples based dictionary that do not distinguish the classspecific prototype and the intra-class variation. It is shown in this paper that a simple variant of SRC, which represents the test sample as a sparse linear combination of the class centroid and the differences to the class centroid, leads to an enormous improvement under the uncontrolled training conditions. The added complexity of the algorithm is trivial. Our experimental results on the AR, FERET, and FRGC databases validate that, if the proposed prototype plus variation representation model is applied, sparse coding plays a crucial role in face recognition, and performs well even when the dictionary bases are collected under uncontrolled conditions and only a single sample per classes is available.
The Debates on SRC
Denote the training samples of all k classes as the ma-
d×n , where the sub-matrix A i ∈ R d×n i stacks the training samples of class i. Then, the linear representation of a testing sample y can be rewritten as
where x 0 is a sparse vector whose entries are zeros except those associated with the ith class, and z ∈ R d is a noise term with bounded energy z 2 < ε. The theory of compressed sensing reveals that if the solution of x 0 is sparse enough, it can be recovered efficiently by the following 1 -minimization problem [4] :
where λ is a trade-off parameter between sparsity and reconstruction. Ideally, the nonzero entries in the estimatex 1 will all be associated with the column of A from a single class.
Is the 1 -norm sparsity useful?
A recent paper of Shi et al. [11] suggested that the 1 norm regularization is not useful for face recognition, and the computational 1 -minimization problem can be simplified to the well-established least-square approximation problem
where the objective is the sum of the squares of residuals. The solution to this problem is given by the so-called normal equations
If the columns of A are independent, the least-square approximation problem has the unique solution
In [11] , the experimental results on EYB and AR databases showed that a simple 2 approach by (5) is significantly more accurate than SRC, and thus concluded that the 1 -norm regularization did not deliver the robust or performance desired. However, Wright et al. [15] clarified that the comparison is unfair for SRC: the 2 approach was based on the matrix A of 19800-dimensional measurements (i.e. the original image), but SRC relied on a reduced matrix A of 300-dimensional measurements (derived by random projections) for the 1 -minimization. When the two methods are compared on a fair footing with the same number of observation dimensions, the usefulness of 1 -minimization become apparent.
It should be noted that the robustness of 1 -minimization is empirically justified only in the cases when the training images have been carefully controlled [15] . Once the training images contain contaminant, the low-dimensional linear models assumption of SRC would easily break down. As evidence, in Section 5 of [11] the training images in A are randomly selected from the AR database regardless of their nature, the simple 2 approach indeed outperform SRC. The experiments in [2] also found that SRC tended to recognize test images to the class with the same type of corruption. Low-rank matrix recovery technique was applied to recover the clean training images [2] [6], but the performance improvement is limited.
Is the 1 -norm sparsity crucial?
The discussion between Shi et al. [11] and Wright et al. [13] clarified that imposing the 1 -norm sparsity is useful for face recognition, but did not confirm its necessity: Can the 1 -regularization be replaced by other types of regularization? Recently, Zhang et al. [19] propose to replace the 1 -norm regularization of SRC with the 2 -norm regularization, which results in a (convex) quadratic optimization problem:x 2 = arg min
where the parameter λ is chosen by the user to give the right trade-off between making the square error Ax−y 2 2 small, while keeping the 2 -norm x 2 2 not too big. This regularized least-norm problem has the analytical solution
Since A T A + λI 0 for any λ > 0, the regularized leastsquares solutions requires no rank (or dimension) assumptions on matrix A. In an estimation setting, the regularization term penalizing large x 2 2 can be interpreted as our prior knowledge that x 2 2 is not too large. The controlled experiments on EYB and AR databases [19] first reduced the dimensionality to O(10 2 ) by PCA such that the linear equation Ax = y become underdetermined. Under the underdetermined condition, 1 -norm and
Prototype plus Variation Model and Algorithm
The previous studies in [11] [13] [19] have revealed the limitations of sparsity based recognition when the training images are corrupted and the number of samples per class is insufficient. This section introduces a prototype plus variation (P+V) model and a corresponding sparsity based classification algorithm to address these limitations of SRC.
Signal = Prototype + Variation
We assume that the observed signal is a superposition of two different sub-signals y p , y v and noise z (i.e. y = y p + y v + z). We further assume that y p is sparsely generated using the model with a prototype dictionary (ma-
d×m , where the sub-matrix P i ∈ R d×m i stacks the m i prototypical bases of class i. Similarly, y v is sparsely generated using the model with a variation dictionary (matrix) V ∈ R d×q represents the universal intra-class variant bases, such as the unbalanced lighting changes, exaggerated expressions, or occlusions that cannot be modelled by the small dense noise z. Then, the linear representation of a testing sample y can be rewritten as
where we assume that the samples from the class i are formed by taking the same sparse linear combination α 0 with nonzero elements corresponding to P i , but a different variation term β 0 that represents the style of this face: it describes systematic contribution to the image from uncontrolled viewing conditions. Note that β 0 differs for each view condition and so it tells us nothing about identity. If the number of classes k is reasonably large, the combination coefficients in α 0 is naturally sparse. If there are redundant and overcomplete facial variant bases in V , the combination coefficients in β 0 are naturally sparse. Hence, the sparse representation α 0 and β 0 can be recovered simultaneously by 1 -minimization.
In general, P+V model has two advantages over the traditional sparse model in (3):
• P+V model improves the robustness against the contaminative training samples. By separating the image contaminations to the variation matrix that is shared by all classes, the class-specific prototypes would become clean and natural, and thus the classification would not be deteriorated by the corrupted training sample.
• P+V model requires less samples per class to construct an over-complete dictionary. As the variation matrix is shared by all classes, the dictionary size of the class i is expanded from m i to m i + q. Once q is sufficiently large, the overcomplete dictionary for each class can be readily constructed. ) the first column contains the "prototypes" derived by averaging the images of the same subject, and the rest columns are the "sample-to-centroid" variation images.
A Superposed SRC Algorithm
To show the strength of the P+V model, we propose a very simple classification algorithm according to this model and demonstrate its effectiveness on face recognition under uncontrolled training conditions. Given a data set with multiple images per subject, the n i samples of subject i, stacked as vectors, form a matrix
The prototype matrix can be represented as follows
where c i =
A i e i is the geometric centroid of class i, and
As the prototypes are represented by class centroids, the variation matrix is naturally constructed by the sample based difference to the centroids as follows: (10) where c i is the class centroid of class i. Fig. 1 illustrates an typical examples of the prototype and variation matrices. When number of samples per class is insufficient, and in particular when only a single sample per class is available, the intra-class variation matrix would become collapsed. To address this difficult, one can acquire the variant bases from the generic subjects outside the gallery, as the P+V model has assumed that the intra-class variations of different subjects are sharable.
Based on the P+V model in (8) , we further propose an Superposed Sparse Representation-based Classification (SSRC) which casts the recognition problem as finding a sparse representation of the test image in term of a superposition of the class centroids as and the intra-class differences. The nonzero coefficients are expected to concentrate on the centroid of the same class as the test sample and on the related intra-class differences. Algorithm 1. Superposed Sparse Representation based Classification (SSRC)
d×n for k classes, and an regularization parameter λ > 0. Compute the prototype matrix P according to (9) , and the variation matrix V according to (10) . When the sample size per class is insufficient, the matrix V can be computed from a set of generic samples outside the gallery.
2: Derive the projection matrix Φ ∈ R d×p by applying PCA on the training samples A, and project the prototype and variation matrices to the p-dimensional space.
3: Normalize the columns of P and V to have unit 2 -norm, and solve the 1 -minimization problem
4: Compute the residuals
for i = 1, . . . , k, where δ i (α 1 ) ∈ R n is a new vector whose only nonzero entries are the entries inα 1 that are associated with class i.
5:
Output: Identity(y) = arg min i r i (y).
Related Works and Discussions
There are several previous methods that aim to improve the robustness of SRC by appending additional bases to the conventional dictionary of training images. Wright et al. addressed the disguise problem by adding a complete set of single-pixel based bases to the dictionary of SRC [15] . Yang and Zhang [16] used the Gabor features for SRC with a learned Gabor occlusion dictionary to reduce the computational cost. Deng et al. introduced Extended SRC (ES-RC) method to address the undersampled problem of SRC by representing the typical facial variations in an additional dictionary [3] . These methods are effective to improve the robustness against the corruption of the test images, but they are still sensitive to the corruption of the training images. The proposed P+V model and the corresponding SSRC algorithm, for the first time, design the dictionary by the decomposition of the training samples into the separated parts of prototypes and variations. Therefore, the P+V model based classification is expected to be robust against the corruption of both the training and test images. A recent work of Chen et al. [2] also aimed to address the training corruption problem, but they only filtered out the corruption by low-rank and sparse decomposition, without any concern of the typical intra-class variations in the dictionary setting.
Experimental Study
This section presents experiments on publicly available databases to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed SS-RC. For fair comparisons, SRC [15] , ESRC [3] , and SS-RC use the Homotopy 1 method [8] [4] to solve the 1 -minimization problem with the regularization parameter λ = 0.005 and identical parameters, so that the performance difference will be solely induced by the different choice of dictionary.
Recognition with Uncontrolled Training Set
The AR database consists of over 3,000 frontal images of 126 individuals. There are 26 images of each individual, taken at two different occasions [7] . The faces in AR contain variations such as illumination change, expressions and facial disguises (i.e. sun glasses or scarf). We randomly selected 100 subjects (50 male and 50 female) for our experiments, and the images are cropped with dimension 165×120.
The first experiment is a reproduction of that in the sec-tion 5 of [11] . Specifically, for each subject, the 26 images are randomly permuted and then the first half is taken for training and the rest for testing. In this way, we have 1300 training images and 1300 test images. For statistical stability, 10 different training and test set pairs are generated by randomly permuting, and averaged accuracy and standard deviation are reported. We first evaluate SRC in the both 300 dimensional eigenspace and the 19800 dimensional image space. SR-C obtains a better recognition rate of 93.75% on the full image dimension, which is compared to a 95.89% recognition rate obtained with basic 2 approach [11] . As suggested by Wright et al. [13] , SRC performs worse because the randomly selected training set contains corruption images occlusion that would break the sparsity assumption.
However, one should not deny the the usefulness of the sparsity based recognition according to the above results, as we find that the discrimination power of sparse representation relies heavily on the suitable choice of dictionary. Specifically, we fairly compare SRC, ESRC, and SS-RC in both the 300 dimensional eigenspace and the 19800 dimensional image space. The comparative results are reported in Table 1 . By simply re-designing the dictionary by the P+V model, the SSRC dramatically boost the sparsity based recognition accuracy to over 98%. The ESR-C method, which appends an intra-class dictionary to the training samples, also increases the accuracy to about 97%, but using a much larger dictionary of 2600 bases. Clearly, sparsity based classification can outperform the 2 approach even using drastically lower dimensional features.
The second experiment is a reproduction of that in [2] which specifically evaluates the robustness of the sparsity based face recognition by considering the following three scenarios of corrupted training images as follows:
• Sunglasses: Seven neutral images plus one randomly chosen image with sunglasses at session 1 are selected for training, and the remaining neutral images (all from session 2) plus the rest of the images with sunglasses (two taken at session 1 and three at session 2) for testing. In total, there are 8 training images and 12 test images per person.
• Scarf : Seven neutral images plus one randomly chosen image with scarf at session 1 are selected for training, and the remaining neutral images (all from session 2) plus the rest of the images with sunglasses (two taken at session 1 and three at session 2) for testing. In total, there are 8 training images and 12 test images per person.
• Sunglasses+Scarf : Seven neutral images and two corrupted images (one with sunglasses and the other with scarf) at session 1 are selected for training. In total, there are 9 training images and 17 test images (seven neutral images at session 2 plus the remaining ten occluded images) are available for this case.
We vary the dimension of the eigenspace from 20 to 500, and compare the recognition performance of between SRC and SSRC. Each scenario is repeated three times, and the averaged performance is reported. Fig. 2 shows the comparative recognition rates between SRC and SSRC on the AR data set with different kinds of corrupted training images, and one can see from the figure that SSRC outperforms SRC by a margin about 6% to 12%, depending on the percentage of occlusion. Specifically, SRC performs better on the sunglasses scenario (about 84% accuracy with 20% occlusion) than the scarf scenario (about 80% accuracy with 40% occlusion), followed by the sunglasses+scarf scenario (about 78% accuracy). The performance of SR-C deteriorates when the percentage of occlusion involved in the training images increases, and this is an observation consistent with the common criticism on SRC with uncontrolled training images [14] . In contrast, The accuracy of SSRC reaches about 90% in all the three scenarios. Besides the boosted accuracy, SSRC displays the stability against various kinds of corruption in the training images. Table 2 summarizes the performance comparisons among different approaches under three different scenarios. The average accuracies of the first five methods are cited from [2] , of which the best-performed method, denoted as LR+SI+SRC, applied low-rank matrix recovery with structural incoherence to filter out the corruption of the training images. LR+SI+SRC method achieves very competitive performance when the dimension is as low as 100, since it use only the low-rank components of the training images for recognition. However, as the dimension increasing, L-R+SI+SRC cannot capture more information for recognition, and thus becomes significantly worse than SSRC when the dimension is equal to 500.
Recognition with Uncontrolled and Overcomplete Dictionary
This experiment is designed to test the robustness of SS-RC against complex facial variation in the real-world applications. The experiment follows the standard data partitions of the FERET database [10] and :
• Gallery training set contains 1,196 images of 1, 196 people.
• fb probe set contains 1,195 images taken with an alternative facial expression.
• fc probe set contains 194 images taken under different lighting conditions.
• dup1 probe set contains 722 images taken in a different time.
• dup2 probe set contains 234 images taken at least a year later, which is a subset of the dup1 set.
The images are first normalized by a similarity transformation that sets the centered inter-eye line horizontal and 70 pixel apart, and then cropped to the size of 128×128 with the centers of the eyes located at (29, 34) and (99, 34) to extract the pure face region. No further preprocessing procedure is carried out in our experiments, and Fig. 3(a) shows some cropped images which are used in our experiments. Note that the images of FERET database has complex intraclass variability, since they are acquired in multiple sessions during several years.
As there is only a single sample per gallery class, we construct the intra-class variation matrix from the standard training image set of the FRGC Version 2 database [9] , which contains 12,766 frontal images of 222 people taken in the uncontrolled conditions. Fig. 3(b) shows some intra-class differences computed by (10) from this image set. Note that the collection of the FRGC database is totally independent from the FERET database. Hence, in this experiment, the variation matrix is required to universally represent the complex facial variations under uncontrolled conditions.
For comprehensive results, we also extract the Gabor feature and the LBP feature for classification besides the pixel intensity. For each feature, we test the recognition performance in the reduced PCA dimension of 125, 250, and 1000 respectively. In total, there are 36 test cases (4 probes×3 features×3 dimensions) and Table 3 lists the comparative performance between SRC and SSRC in all cases. Further, we define a Error Reduction Rate (ERR), denoted by a notion ↓, to characterize the proportion of the errors reduced by switching SRC to SSRC. For instance, since the 1000 dimensional LBP-PCA feature based SSR-C improves the accuracy from 85.0% to 90.2% on the fc probe set, the ERR is ↓35% (=100×(15.0-9.8)/15.0), suggesting that 35% recognition errors can be avoided by using SSRC instead of SRC. Although the variation matrix is constructed from the FRGC database, SSRC improve the recognition rates on the FERET database in all the 36 test cases, indicating that the intra-class variability of face is sharable even when the generic data are collected from different conditions and camera set-ups. In addition, in term of the ERR, performance enhancement by replacing SRC with SSRC is notable on in all test cases. These results suggest that the P+V model is feasible for various feature representations, and thus it can be integrated with more informative features to address uncontrolled face recognition problem. For instance, LBP feature based SSRC achieves over 90% accuracy on all the four probe sets.
It should be mentioned that similar experimental results has been reported on ESRC method [3] , but its intra-class variant dictionary are constructed from the generic training set of FERET database. There may be some implicit correlation, or even overlap, between the generic training set and the test sets of the FERET database. Therefore, the results of Deng et al. may not be feasible on the real-world applications. In contrast, our experiment, for the first time, justifies the effectiveness of the sparsity based face recognition when the dictionary bases are collected from the uncontrolled conditions that are independent from the test condition.
1 -norm versus 2 -norm regularization with
Over-complete Dictionary
Based on the results on the FERET database, we further investigate the role of sparsity in face recognition with an uncontrolled and over-complete dictionary. In particular we evaluate whether the 1 -norm regularization of SSRC can be replaced by the 2 -norm that is much more computationally efficient. For this purpose, we replace the 1 norm regularization in (14) with the the 2 norm as follows.
Then test the performance of the 2 -regularized minimization by increasing the parameter λ from 0.000001 to 100.
The comparative results on the varying dimensional P-CA space are shown in Fig. 4 . When the value of λ is relatively large in the range of [0.1, 10], 2 -norm regularization obtain its optimal performance. However, the optimal performance of 2 -norm regularization is significantly lower than that of SSRC ( 1 -norm regularization) tested with limited number of λ = {0.0005, 0.005, 0.01}. The superiority of SSRC seems more apparent on the dup1 and dup2 set. Additionally, the Homotopy used in our experiments is far from the optimal solver of 1 -minimization, the performance of SSRC might be further improved by more accurate solvers. This implies that 1 -norm indeed play a crucial role in face recognition given an uncontrolled and over-complete dictionary.
It should be mentioned that our observation on 1 -norm sparsity is different from that by Zhang et al. [19] . Indeed, both observations are valid, but under different dictionary settings. Zhang et al. directly ensemble the controlled training samples themselves to construct an under-complete dictionary, and thus both 1 -norm and 2 norm regularization can provides reasonable results. The dictionary of SSRC contains an over-complete set of intra-class variation bases, and most of which are irrelevant to the test sample. The dense combination of the irrelevant bases would mislead the classification, and thus the 1 -minimization technique is more desirable than 2 to select a small number of relevant bases from an over-complete set of bases. 
Conclusions
It has been shown in this paper that a simple separation between the prototype and variation components leads to an enormous improvement on sparsity based face recognition under uncontrolled training conditions. The proposed SSR-C algorithm performs best in several experiments on which SRC was previously criticized to perform poorly. The added complexity of the algorithm is trivial. In particular when only a single sample per class is available, 1 -norm regularization based sparse coding the algorithms accurately find out the intra-class variation bases from an over-complete dictionary that is constructed from uncontrolled generic images outside the gallery. Our preliminary results suggest that the proposed prototype plus variation model provides a widely applicable framework to address uncontrolled face recognition problem.
